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Kindle File Format Eyes Of Love: The Gaze In English And French Paintings And Novels 1840-1900
Eyes of Love argues against a widely held theory about "the gaze" – that women are merely passive erotic objects, while men are active erotic subjects "Stephen Kern focuses our attention on eyes and the meaning they convey This simple idea, here brilliantly developed, uncovers patterns of composition which unite the French Impressionists with late Victorian artists "—The Eyes of Love argues against a widely
held theory about "the gaze" – that women are merely passive erotic objects, while men are active erotic subjects "Stephen Kern focuses our attention on eyes and the meaning they convey This simple idea, here brilliantly developed, uncovers patterns of composition which unite the French Impressionists with late Victorian artists "—The Independent
Yeah, reviewing a book Eyes of Love: The Gaze in English and French Paintings and Novels 1840-1900 could be credited with your near contacts listings. This is just one of the solutions for you to be successful. As understood, ability does not suggest that you have wonderful points.
Comprehending as without difficulty as conformity even more than extra will offer each success. next-door to, the publication as well as acuteness of this Eyes of Love: The Gaze in English and French Paintings and Novels 1840-1900 can be taken as capably as picked to act.
Related with Eyes Of Love: The Gaze In English And French Paintings And Novels 1840-1900:
2381678 Activating Theory
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The Golden lamp; or, Truth in love for the children of God- 1885

Eyes Of Love: The Gaze In English And French Paintings And Novels 1840-1900
Alden's Oxford Magazine- 1875
The Mirror of Literature, Amusement, and Instruction- 1848 Containing original essays; historical narratives, biographical memoirs, sketches of society, topographical descriptions, novels and tales,
anecdotes, select extracts from new and expensive works, the spirit of the public journals, discoveries in the arts and sciences, useful domestic hints, etc. etc. etc.

The Guernsey Magazine- 1875

Reasonable Insanity-Cynthia Freeman Gibbs 2018-09-18 More than meets the eye On the outside, clinical psychologist, Dr. Olivia C. Maxwell appears to live a life others only dream about. She has a
sexy husband, a big house, luxury cars, two gorgeous children and she attends all the see-and-be-seen events. To add to the mix, she is beautiful, tall, fit, and intelligent. But what people can't see is that
inside, Olivia is living a nightmare. As the only dark-skinned member of her family, Olivia grew up hating the skin she’s in and she's spent her life desperately searching for acceptance. It's not long
before those deep insecurities sabotage everything she loves. Friends ‘til the end.... After being estranged best friends for ten years, Savvy Menefee is back in Olivia's life. And her reappearance is right
on time because Olivia is teetering on the edge. A whirlwind of crazy reactions is leading Olivia into a slow, out-of-control spiral. And Savvy must try to save her friend before destructive impulses leave
Olivia in the midst of mayhem and murder.

Arranged Love-Ajay A. Patel 2002-06-01 Vijay was open to the idea of getting married and, to the relief of his parents, he wanted to marry someone Indian. The problem was that although he was ready
to settle down, he was not ready to settle. He wanted to fall in love and marry his perfect soul mate from America. He didn’t want to marry someone selected through an arranged marriage process
within a matter of days from India. But how would he find this special person? What follows is the journey of many first generation Americans as Vijay endures countless friendly set ups, family arranged
dates, Indian dating services, and matrimonial conventions in his comedic pursuit to find Arranged Love.

An Index to the Remarkable Passages and Words Made Use of by Shakspeare-Samuel Ayscough 1827
Enchantment of a Highlander-Madeline Martin 2016-01-19 A laird and a suspected witch find thatlove is the most potent of remedies in this sweeping romance from the USA Today-bestselling author.
The sweeping historical romance that began with Deception of a Highlander, and continued with Possession of a Highlander, reaches its dazzling conclusion in this scorcher set on the Scottish plains.
Alec MacLean returns home after a decade to find his recently deceased father has let his inheritance fall to ruin. As the new laird, it’s Alec’s responsibility to rebuild the castle and restore the lands. He
must also regain the people’s trust after having abandoned them so long ago, a feat not easily done when he fears he’s plagued with the same darkness as his father. Celia escaped the North Berwick
witch trials at a young age, surviving because of the sacrifice of her beloved caretaker. She’s made a life for herself in the wilds of Scotland where no laird rules, a life where she heals for coin, a life
without love so she can never feel the hurt of loss again. When the new laird comes back to claim his land, his determination to restore order threatens everything Celia has worked so hard to gain,
especially with the undeniable attraction sizzling between them. Together, they will face all challenges, from the tangle of their own damaged pasts to the fire-fueled witch hunts sweeping the Isle of
Mull. Together, they will find that the best way to overcome darkness and war is through the undeniable light of love. “Romantic tension is an ever-present force…This tension, coupled with the
mysterious witch hunts, is the driving force behind this enchanting series conclusion.”—Publishers Weekly

Current Literature- 1889

Typical and Atypical Processing of Gaze-Chris Ashwin 2020-03-24

Seventeen Years Of Bad Luck-KRM 2017-05-14 A collection of heartfelt, honest, poetry and flash fiction based on seventeen years of life experience.

A Very Braden Christmas (A holiday novelette)-Melissa Foster 2018-12-19 Discover the magic of New York Times bestseller Melissa Foster's writing and see why millions of readers have fallen in
love with the Bradens. A Braden Christmas celebration! Family and babies abound during this fun-filled evening of love, laughter, and happily ever afters! Spend the evening catching up with our loving
and loyal Bradens in this holiday celebration and fall in love all over again with each of the Bradens at Weston, and their children. A VERY BRADEN CHRISTMAS is a novelette and part of the Love in
Bloom big-family romance collection. All Love in Bloom stories are filled with family, fun, and the truest, deepest love of all. Characters from each sub-series appear in future books so you never have to
leave your favorite characters behind. Readers are kept up to date with engagements, weddings, and births. Visit Melissa's website for LOVE IN BLOOM family trees, series checklists, and more. Love in
Bloom Big-Family Romance Collection: Snow Sisters The Bradens (at Weston) The Bradens (at Trusty) The Bradens (at Peaceful Harbor) The Bradens & Montgomerys (Pleasant Hill - Oak Falls) The
Remingtons The Ryders Seaside Summers Bayside Summers Wild Billionaires After Dark Bad Billionaires After Dark Tru Blue and The Whiskeys Harborside Nights ~ "When it comes to contemporary
romances with realistic characters, an emotional love story and smokin' hot sex, author Melissa Foster always delivers!" The Romance Reviews "You can always rely on Melissa Foster to deliver a story
that's fresh, emotional and entertaining. Make sure you have all night, because once you start you won't want to stop reading. " New York Times Bestselling Author Brenda Novak "With her wonderful
characters and resonating emotions, Melissa Foster is a must-read author!" New York Times Bestseller J. Kenner "Melissa Foster is synonymous with sexy, swoony, heartfelt romance!" New York
TimesBestseller Lauren Blakely "I highly recommend this book to fans of Nora Roberts (one of my personal faves) and fans of a sweet story filled with heat and heart." - Tia Bach, author (on Sisters in
Love) "Melissa Foster is quickly becoming one of my favorites. Fated For Love was amazing. It kind of reminds me of Jill Shalvis' books and they are my benchmark for contemporary romance
awesomeness." --Books Like Breathing "I highly recommend the Snow Sisters all the Braden and Remington books....They remind me of the McCarthy of Gansett series and The Green Mountain series. I
am a huge fan of Marie Force. And now Melissa Foster has joined her ranks...." - I Love NY, Reviewer ~ NEW YORK TIMES and USA TODAY BESTSELLING AUTHOR Melissa Foster is a New York Times
& USA Today bestselling and award-winning author. She writes sexy and heartwarming contemporary romance, new adult romance, and women's fiction with emotionally compelling characters that stay
with you long after you turn the last page. Melissa's emotional journeys are lovingly erotic and always family oriented. Melissa loves to chat with book clubs and readers, invite her to your next event.
Foster's love stories are perfect steamy romance beach reads for fans of Susan Mallery, Linda Lael Miller, Brenda Novak, Debbie Macomber, Jill Shalvis, Maisy Yates, and other big-family, small-town
romance fans. The characters are romantic and loyal, some are billionaires, others are blue collar, and you're always guaranteed a happily ever after.

Divine Love—from Soul Mate Lessons to Twin Flame Reunion-Ingrid Darragh 2014-02-17 Life Coach and Master EFT Practitioner Ingrid Darragh shares her practical tips and exercises to help you
to heal from every past hurt and to support you to open your heart to deeper levels of divine love, joy, and bliss, including her forgiveness process. Discover the difference between a soul mate
relationship and a twin flame connection and learn how you can embody the qualities of divine love in your own life. In this book, Ingrid shares proven techniques to support you to: boost your levels of
self-love by falling in love with yourself become clear about what it is that you are looking for in a partner learn the importance of forgiveness and healing every past hurt use the Law of Attraction and
gratitude to help manifest divine love in your life deal with anything that is blocking you from allowing divine love into your life understand the difference between a soul mate connection and a twin
flame relationship learn how to embody the attributes of divine love and to be ready to connect with your twin flame Based on many years of coaching clients on a one-to-one basis and in group
workshops, this book is filled with real-life case studies, as well as Ingrid’s own life experience, backed up by practical life-coaching exercises and EFT tapping that you can do to attract the love that you
deserve. As featured on Hay House Radio and EFT Radio

Love In Plain Sight (Mills & Boon Superromance)-Jeanie London 2013-09-01 Former bounty hunter Marc DiLeo is not the guy Courtney Gerard wants helping her. But finding a kid who’s been
missing for a long time takes priority over her personal preferences. And if anyone can locate the child, Marc can – even with his injury. So she’ll overlook his attitude.

Gaze and Voice as Love Objects-Renata Salecl 1996 The first detailed Lacanian elaboration of this topic, Gaze and Voice as Love Objects examines the status of gaze, voice, and love in philosophy from
Plato to Kant, in ideology from early Christianity to contemporary cynicism, in music from Hildegard of Bingen to Richard Wagner, in literature from Edith Wharton's Age of Innocence to Kazuo Ishiguro's
The Remains of the Day, and in cinema from Michael Powell's Peeping Tom to Kieslowski's A Short Film on Love. Throughout, the contributors seek to show that the conflict between the sexes is the site
of a larger battle over the destiny of modernity. Approaching its topic with utter disregard for predominant multiculturalist and deconstructionist commonplaces, and with insights into the underlying
target of racist and sexist violence, this book offers surprising revelations into the nature of an ancient enigma - love.

The Cyclopaedia of Practical Quotations, English and Latin-Jehiel Keeler Hoyt 1886
Dazzling Images-Alan Hager 1991 A discussion of Philip Sidney as a creator of fictions, a critic, and a poet, who adopted a variety of personae to teach his readers how they could fool themselves into
forgetting who they were, both in the context of the psychic inner world and in the outer realm of social position. Included in this study are Sidney's court entertainments now known as The Lady of May,
the Defence of Leicester, Defence of Poetry, and the Arcadias.

The Cyclopædia of Practical Quotations-Jehiel Keeler Hoyt 1882

The Cyclopædia of Practical Quotations- 1883

Silent Observations-Brandy Noelle Souza 2014-12-18 The following is a collective work of short fiction & poetry written in ebook form. The short stories & some of the poetry I publish within these
pages can be found within the first volume, however, for those of you who were daring enough to purchase this edition, I have added new content that hopefully you will enjoy reading. Happy reading
everyone!

Mafia's Arranged Love-Tassel Vayden Bevine, the King of the Gladiolus Mafia, had only ever wanted one thing his whole life: to rule the underworld. But things went bizarre when his parents arranged
his marriage with the woman he had been annoying since their childhood: Viana Nivekle. Viana Nivekle is the Queen of the Blemish Mafia, a circle her father, Mr. Nivekle, happily handed over to her.
Being twenty-five and yet already running a mafia group is a huge achievement for Viana. However, some things had been haunting her. Like some concealed memories linking between her finger and a
trigger. Still, Vayden couldn't deny his parent's marriage proposal. Not when both his and Viana's parents are business associates and extremely close friends. Besides, ruling the Blemish Mafia would be
a bonus for him. Plus, he loves annoying Viana. So, Vayden decides to marry Viana despite their bickering. Even though their marriage was anything but related to love, they pretended to be lovey-dovey
in front of their respective gangs in order to protect their honor. What happens if they profess their love to the world when in reality, they love everything but each other?What if the Mafia's Arranged
Love leads to the massacre of both Vayden and Viana's lives?

Love At First Sight-Rebecca Merz 2013-11 After the death of her husband, Rebecca turned to God for everything. She was alone and needed God more than ever. This personal relationship with God
became so intense that she experienced Him in ways she never dreamed were possible. Rebecca's journey began when she became convinced God used a man she named Adam to awaken her passion to
be a married lady again. When Rebecca shared every little detail of her life with God, she felt certain God orchestrated the funniest situations to give her confidence as she traveled into unknown
territory. She insisted God was being playful with her and wanted her to relax and trust that He was the one that was in control. Those times Rebecca experienced doubt, God did some remarkable things
to prove He was with her. As a result she developed a boldness to do what she believed God was asking of her. God always confirmed the decisions she made were the stepping-stones leading to her
destiny. She learned God was pleased by her faith that she entrusted to Him alone. God demonstrated two-way communication with Him was not only possible but was necessary in order to turn her
dreams into reality. This two-way conversation brought her relationship with God to a deeper level. She knew He had prepared the way that would lead her to her future husband. Rebecca claims God is
still in the match making business and is the best dating coach any person could ask for because Father knows best. All proceeds from the sale of this book will go to a mobile ministry that gives women
who are facing unplanned pregnancies image clear ultrasounds free of charge. When women are in crisis due to an unwanted pregnancy they need to know that God loved them at "First Sight." Hopefully
with knowledge of this truth these women will now be willing to "step out on a maybe" and trust God to work out a solution that begins with them choosing life for the child within.

Dirty Deeds-Kristine Mason 2018-10-29 Jude Kendrick, retired Army captain and owner of an auto repair shop, has spent over a decade putting the past to rest. After his fiancée’s brutal death, he never
thought he’d risk his heart again. Then Paige Daniels walks into his garage. One look at her, and his black and white world bursts into color…until he realizes she’s dating his best friend, Sully. Behind
her smile, Paige hides a sad and agonizing secret. When she begins dating Sully, she’s looking for a fun distraction from her misery. The problem? Jude is the one who becomes a distraction. Especially
after a forbidden kiss… As Paige’s secrets unravel, Jude remains by her side. Although she’s fallen hard for him, their relationship becomes too much for Paige to handle, especially when her abusive exhusband creeps back into her life. Can Paige and Jude’s love endure the sudden change in both their lives? Or will Paige’s ex get to her first? After all, he’ll do anything for revenge…even if it means
murder. *This book was originally titled JUDE

Eros and the Shattering Gaze-Kenneth A. Kimmel 2011 This timely and innovative expose by contemporary Jungian psychoanalyst, Ken Kimmel, reveals a culturally and historically embedded
narcissism underlying men's endlessly driven romantic projections and erotic fantasies, that has appropriated their understanding of what love is. Men enveloped in narcissism fear their interiority and
all relationships with emotional depth that prove too overwhelming and penetrating to bear--so much so that the other must either be colonized or devalued. This wide-ranging work offers them hope for
transcendence. Explores: Transcendence of Narcissism in Romance Men-s Capacity to Love Kabbalistic Mysticism Post-modern Philosophy Contemporary Trends in Psychoanalysis

MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series Books 1 - 3-Shirleen Davies 2015-11-25 Tougher than the Rest – Book One MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western
Romance Series “A passionate, fast-paced story set in the untamed western frontier by an exciting new voice in historical romance.” Niall MacLaren is the oldest of four brothers, and the undisputed
leader of the family. A widower, and single father, his focus is on building the MacLaren ranch into the largest and most successful in northern Arizona. He is serious about two things—his responsibility
to the family and his future marriage to the wealthy, well-connected widow who will secure his place in the territory’s destiny. Katherine is determined to live the life she’s dreamed about. With a job
waiting for her in the growing town of Los Angeles, California, the young teacher from Philadelphia begins a journey across the United States with only a couple of trunks and her spinster companion.
Life is perfect for this adventurous, beautiful young woman, until an accident throws her into the arms of the one man who can destroy it all. Fighting his growing attraction and strong desire for the
beautiful stranger, Niall is more determined than ever to push emotions aside to focus on his goals of wealth and political gain. But looking into the clear, blue eyes of the woman who could ruin
everything, Niall discovers he will have to harden his heart and be tougher than he’s ever been in his life…Tougher than the Rest. Faster than the Rest – Book Two MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical
Western Romance Series “Headstrong, brash, confident, and complex, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will captivate you with strong characters set in the wild and rugged western frontier.” Handsome,
ruthless, young U.S. Marshal Jamie MacLaren had lost everything—his parents, his family connections, and his childhood sweetheart—but now he’s back in Fire Mountain and ready for another chance.
Just as he successfully reconnects with his family and starts to rebuild his life, he gets the unexpected and unwanted assignment of rescuing the woman who broke his heart. Beautiful, wealthy Victoria
Wicklin chose money and power over love, but is now fighting for her life—or is she? Who has she become in the seven years since she left Fire Mountain to take up her life in San Francisco? Is she really
as innocent as she says? Marshal MacLaren struggles to learn the truth and do his job, but the past and present lead him in different directions as his heart and brain wage battle. Is Victoria a victim or a
villain? Is life offering him another chance, or just another heartbreak? As Jamie and Victoria struggle to uncover past secrets and come to grips with their shared passion, another danger arises. A lifealtering danger that is out of their control and threatens to destroy any chance for a shared future. Harder than the Rest – Book Three MacLarens of Fire Mountain Historical Western Romance Series
“They are men you want on your side. Hard, confident, and loyal, the MacLarens of Fire Mountain will seize your attention from the first page.” Will MacLaren is a hardened, plain-speaking bounty
hunter. His life centers on finding men guilty of horrendous crimes and making sure justice is done. There is no place in his world for the carefree attitude he carried years before when a tragic event
destroyed his dreams. Amanda is the daughter of a successful Colorado rancher. Determined and proud, she works hard to prove she is as capable as any man and worthy to be her father’s heir. When a
stranger arrives, her independent nature collides with the strong pull toward the handsome ranch hand. But is he what he seems and could his secrets endanger her as well as her family? The last thing
Will needs is to feel passion for another woman. But Amanda elicits feelings he thought were long buried. Can Will’s desire for her change him? Or will the vengeance he seeks against the one man he
wants to destroy—a dangerous opponent without a conscious—continue to control his life? From the Author Join Shirleen Davies’ Newsletter to Receive Notice of: · New Releases · Reader Specials · Free
Reads & Sneak Peeks To sign up copy and paste this site address into your browser's address bar: http://bit.ly/1KqhKwm

My American Harp-Surazeus Astarius 2017-06-29 "My American Harp" presents 1,169 poems written 2010-2014 by Surazeus that explore what it means to be an American in the modern world of an
interconnected global civilization.

The Topos of the Eyes and of Vision in the Love Poetry of Christine de Pisan, Matteo Maria Boiardo, Gaspara Stampa and Agrippa D'Aubigné-Paola Malpezzi Price 1990

The laurel and lyre, fugitive poetry of the nineteenth century, selected by A.A. Watts-Laurel 1879

Reading the Male Gaze in Literature and Culture-James D. Bloom 2017-10-06 This book examines the phenomenon of 'the male gaze', a concept which has spread beyond academia and become a
staple of cultural conversations across disciplinary boundaries. Male gazing has typically been disparaged and even stigmatized as a reflection of misogyny and an instrument of objectification, often
justifiably so. But as this book argues and illustrates, male gazing can also be understood as an illuminating, intellectually engaging, aesthetically compelling, and even politically progressive practice.
This study recounts how the author’s own coming-of-an-age as a gazer became the basis for his long career teaching and writing about American fiction and poetry and poetry, canonical and
contemporary, as well as about film, painting, TV, and rock-and-roll. It includes closely-reasoned analyses of work by James Baldwin, Rembrandt, Willa Cather, Philip Roth, Henry James, Charles
Chesnutt, Bob Dylan, Robert Stone,Tim O’Brien, Edith Wharton, Theodore Dreiser, Frank O’Hara, Italo Calvino, John Schlesinger as well such cultural phenomena as the British Invasion of the 1960s, the
Judgment of Paris in Greek mythology, the technology of seeing (kaleidoscopes, microscopes, telescopes) and the concept of 'objectification' itself.

Desire and Gender in the Sonnet Tradition-Natasha Distiller 2008-02-21 This new study explores the poetic tradition of the love sonnet sequence in English as written by women from 1621-1931. It
connects this tradition to ways of speaking desire in public in operation today, and to the development of theories of subjectivity in Western culture.
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Peerless CEO Falls In Love With Me-Yi Ke 2020-06-24 At the lowest point of my life, I accidentally discovered that my girlfriend was sleeping in the same bed as my opponent.
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passion and a renewed sense of self and what it means to just...simply love.
Current Opinion- 1896
Miss Darcy Falls in Love-Sharon Lathan 2011-11-01 The choice of a lifetime... One young lady following her passion for music. Two strong men locked in a bitter rivalry for her heart. A journey of selfdiscover, and a trap of her own making. Georgiana Darcy is going to have to carve out her own destiny, however ill-equipped she may feel... Praise for In the Arms of Mr. Darcy: "Engaging, fast-paced,
and searingly romantic." — Austenprose "Eloquent . . . Lathan continues to bring the Regency period to life . . . I was swept up by the romance." — Rundpinne "Ms. Lathan's writing is lyrical and perfect
for this genre ... Jane Austen would be proud." — The Good, the Bad and the Unread "One of the best [Austen sequels] yet written. . .we get an in-depth look into the deep and everlasting love Darcy and
Elizabeth share." — Everything Victorian and More Bestselling author Sharon Lathan has created a world of sensual Jane Austen continuations, including Mr. and Mrs. Fitzwilliam Darcy: Two Shall
Become One and Loving Mr. Darcy Journeys Beyond Pemberley. Her work is widely praised for bringing the Regency period to life and for the depth of her stories of true love.

Voice of Masonry and Tidings from the Craft- 1868

To Kill or to Love-Alexa Merian 2021-04-12 “You disgust me! You’re nothing but a bloodthirsty monster!” I shouted at him, and in return, he laughed maliciously. “I know, love. I didn’t need your
confirmation,” he said in a tough tone. I was not surprised, of course. To be exact, I felt nothing but rage. “Go on, love. Shoot me. Just make sure you don’t miss, because then, you will suffer greatly at
my hands,” he said aggressively and an unexpected giggle slipped through my mouth. “I never miss,” I said as I pulled the trigger..... Forget tender words and romantic scenes! In this story, the game is
reigned by passion! Raw, cynical, tough, fiery passion that makes you thirsty for more! Passion for power, desire for revenge, craving for conquest, lust for life! A story similar to Romeo and Juliette’s; in
its most twisted version.

Cosmology of Love-Laura Smith Biswas 2022-02-20 Experiencing love in life is the paramount wish for all of us. Join in with your loved ones to discover your specific needs so that greater love can flow
in your life and to the ones you love. It is with grace that author, Laura Smith Biswas, elucidates many forms of love to allow you to build from small, specific steps to a love-filled life. Her proven
discovery process will open your eyes to what you need and what those you love are seeking in return. Uncovering the ways that you desire to be loved will allow you to better communicate them and see
the actions to foster deeper connection and intimacy. In addition, the Cosmology of Love will inspire you to lay the foundation for loving yourself more fully. The Cosmology of Love is supported by the
companion book, Affirmations of Love that takes this discovery process further to provide over 400 affirmations for integration and practice of the ways of loving described in this book.

The Love Series Complete Box Set-Melissa Collins 2015-04-21 The entire series is together for a limited time. This box set includes the complete Love Series - Let Love In, Let Love Stay, Let Love
Heal, Let Love Shine, Let Love Be, and Let Love Live. From New Adult to M/m Contemporary Romance, there's something in here for everyone. Laugh, cry, and fall in love with the couples of this
bestselling series.

The Ring-B.C. Burgess 2017-03-10 In a fiery tale filled with villains and heroes, this second installment of the Earth Angel series takes readers on a magical journey rich with emotion, intrigue, and
danger. Fans of Twilight, The Red Queen, The Selection, and Harry Potter will devour this breathless fantasy set in a modern mystical world. Discovering she was adopted and her birth parents deceased
was a shock, but it’s nothing compared to what Layla learns when she puts on the ring—her mother’s beautiful ring that is magically embedded with the story of her parent’s love and ultimate sacrifice.
But will Layla survive reliving the events that destroyed them? The Earth Angel series is a young adult adaptation of The Mystic Series by B.C. Burgess.

Rainbows of Love-Karen Owens

Between the Motion and the Act-Melanie E. Williams 2007-05-01 If you've ever pondered that interval of time Between the Motion and the Act, you are not alone. So, entreat yourself to a potpourri of
verse that swallows smoothly into the spirit; like sweet vermouth. Savor each word. Allow them to take you on a quiet journey into self. Destination: You. Souvenirs: A tote of smiles, tears, reflection,
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